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How particles are deposited at the edge of evaporating droplets, i.e. the coffee ring effect, plays
a crucial role in phenomena as diverse as thin-film deposition, self-assembly, and biofilm formation.
Recently, microorganisms have been shown to passively exploit and alter these deposition dynamics
to increase their survival chances under harshening conditions. Here, we show that, as the droplet
evaporation rate slows down, bacterial mobility starts playing a major role in determining the
growth dynamics of the edge of drying droplets. Such motility-induced dynamics can influence
several biophysical phenomena, from the formation of biofilms to the spreading of pathogens in
humid environments and on surfaces subject to periodic drying. Analogous dynamics in other
active matter systems can be exploited for technological applications in printing, coating, and self-
assembly, where the standard coffee-ring effect is often a nuisance.
If a liquid droplet containing suspended particles is
left to dry on a surface, it leaves behind a characteristic
stain, which is often in the shape of a ring. This phe-
nomenon is commonly observed when a drop of spilled
coffee dries, hence the name coffee ring. In fact, this ef-
fect was already observed by Robert Brown in 1828 [1, 2].
The seminal work by Deegan and colleagues [3–5] showed
that coffee rings arise in a wide range of situations where
the contact line of an evaporating droplet is pinned [6–
10]. Following work has shown that the coffee ring effect
can be controlled and tuned towards more uniform dis-
tributions via different approaches, e.g., by varying the
size and shape of the suspended particles [11–15] and by
introducing static or dynamic Marangoni flows [16–22].
More recently, the coffee ring effect and its reversal
have also been shown to impact microbial life [19, 23, 24].
In fact, microorganisms can be exposed to environments
that undergo occasional or periodic drying and, therefore,
might make use of the coffee ring effect, or its absence,
to optimise their chances of survival. For example, it
has been shown that the production of biosurfactants by
Pseudomonas auriginosa can reverse the coffee ring effect
and produce more uniform stains upon drying [19]. Sim-
ilarly, the coffee ring effect dictates interbacterial com-
petition between different strains of Vibrio cholerae [24].
Considering the fact that many bacteria are also motile
to increase their survival chances [25–27], a question nat-
urally arises: What is the effect of self-motility on the
dynamics occurring within a drying droplet?
In order to answer this question, we studied the drying
process of droplets containing an active bath of motile
bacteria (Escherichia coli [28], wild-type strain RP437
from the E. coli Stock Center at Yale University, cultured
as described in [29]) in the presence of suspended col-
loidal particles (polystyrene microspheres with diameter
2R = 3.00±0.07µm, initial volume fraction φ = 0.0055).
As a result of random collisions with the bacteria in the
suspension, the colloids feature a crossover from superdif-
fusive motion at short times to enhanced diffusion at long
times typical of self-propelled particles, such as bacteria
and other microscopic active matter systems [30, 31]. To
keep the bacteria alive and motile during the evaporation
process, droplets were made of motility buffer contain-
ing 10 mM monobasic potassium phosphate (KH2PO4),
0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM dextrose, and 0.002% Tween 20
[29].
At the beginning of each evaporation experiment we
deposited a 0.6 ± 0.04µl droplet of this suspension on
a glass microscope slide (25.4 mm × 76.2 mm × 1 mm),
which had been previously cleaned with acetone and iso-
propanol, and washed with water after treatment with
a 0.25 M NaOH solution for 5 minutes to make its sur-
face more hydrophilic. The resulting droplet had a di-
ameter of 2Rdrop = 2.5 ± 0.2 mm, a maximum height of
hmax = 190± 20µm, and a contact angle of θc = 18± 1◦.
The total evaporation time was 5±1 minutes. We moni-
tored the droplet evaporation using two imaging systems
that projected the droplet on two CMOS cameras: the
first imaging system with a 1.6×-magnification was used
to record a video of the whole droplet’s basal section at
5 frames per second (fps), while the second with a 40×-
magnification was used to record a magnified view of the
dynamics at the droplet’s edge at 5 fps.
As a reference for the following results, Fig. 1a shows
the stain left behind by the evaporation of a droplet with
only colloidal particles: because the motility buffer con-
tains surfactants (i.e. Tween 20 and tryptone), the final
stain show an irregular profile due to an increased proba-
bility of depinning events during the drying process [32].
Under similar conditions of evaporation, Fig. 1b shows
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FIG. 1. Stain at the end of the evaporation with and
without bacteria. Stain left behind by a droplet (a,b) after
fast evaporation (∼5 minutes) and (c,d) after slow evapora-
tion (∼30 minutes). The droplet is made of a buffer solution
containing colloidal particles (polystyrene microsphere, diam-
eter 2R = 3.00±0.07µm) (a,c) without and (b,d) with motile
bacteria (E. coli). The plot below each panel shows the opti-
cal density of the deposit along one droplet’s diameter (dashed
lines in (a)) as calculated from the image inverted gray scale.
(a,b) For fast evaporation, both stains share similar features.
(c,d) For slow evaporation, the stain of the droplet containing
bacteria features higher uniformity than all other cases. See
also supplementary video 1.
that the addition of motile bacteria does not appreciably
affect the uniformity of the resulting stain. The similar-
ity between the two cases can be ascribed to the fact that
the motility of the bacteria (∼ 20µm s−1) is significantly
slower than the flows induced by the evaporation process
(up to ∼ 1 mm s−1), so that it does not play a role in
influencing the deposition dynamics.
The speed of the bacteria and of the evaporation flows
become comparable for slower evaporation rates (25 ± 5
minutes). The evaporation rate was reduced by enclosing
the evaporating droplet in a homemade chamber formed
by two glass slides separated by a 400µm parafilm spacer:
This geometry allowed us to increase the local humidity
in the droplet and thus extend its drying time in a con-
trollable way up to 60 minutes. Under these slow evapo-
ration conditions, the resulting stain is clearly different in
the absence of the bacteria (Fig. 1c) and in their presence
(Fig. 1d); in particular, the presence of motile bacteria
produced a much more uniform coffee disk stain (see Sup-
plementary Video 1) [15]. This is a first indication that,
as the droplet evaporation rate slows down, the presence
of active matter can alter the deposition of particles dur-
ing the drying process and, thus, the resulting stain.
To get more insight on the influence of motility, we
analysed the dynamics occurring at the edge of the
droplet in the initial stages of the evaporation process
[7, 8], when the speeds of the flows and of the bacteria
are most comparable. Because of the presence of active
matter, the edge growth process becomes more irregular,
and the resulting stain shows less spatial order and lacks
close packing. As shown in Fig. 2a, the accumulation of
particles at the border in the buffer solution without bac-
teria produces a border that is continuous and compact
featuring hexagonal packing [33]; furthermore, the tra-
jectories in Fig. 2a show that the particles go straight to
the border due to the evaporation flows and, once reached
it, they remain there forming a close-packed structure.
Therefore, the boundary grows steadily with little rear-
rangement of the particles once they reach it (see left
panel in supplementary video 2). As shown in Fig. 2b,
in the presence of motile bacteria, the resulting border is
instead more jagged and loose with many empty regions
as the particles form more complex structures with voids
and no long-range order. Perhaps more importantly, the
boundary presents active dynamics: as can be seen from
the trajectories of the particles in Fig. 2b, after reaching
the boundary, they still have a high probability of subse-
quently detaching from it pushed by the motile bacteria,
and thus of rearranging the deposit under formation.
To check that these difference in dynamics was not due
to the fact that the bacteria sterically impede the motion
of the particles, we repeated the experiment with non-
motile bacteria. In particular, we used bacteria that had
stopped being motile as a consequence of the reduction of
nutrients and oxygen in the buffer over time. In this case,
shown in Fig. 2c (see also right panel in supplementary
video 2), the microscopic profile of the border shows more
irregularities than in the case without bacteria (Fig. 2a),
because of the presence of regions where non-motile bac-
teria accumulate. However, from the point of view of the
edge growth dynamics, particles are deposited at the bor-
der and do not redetach, so that the area of the boundary
increases steadily with no re-organisation of the position
3(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. Growth dynamics at the edge of drying droplets. Edge of a drying droplet of motility buffer containing (a) only
colloidal particles, (b) colloidal particles and motile bacteria, and (c) colloidal particles and non-motile bacteria. The shaded
area represents the already formed border, and the solid lines show the trajectories of some particles recorded over the preceding
60 s. In (b), because of the presence of motile bacteria, the particle trajectories are more complex and also feature events where
a particle escapes the boundary after having reached it. The scalebar corresponds to 20µm. See also supplementary video 2.
of the colloids within the edge.
In order to make these qualitative observations more
quantitative, we analysed the change in the edge height
over time in the first 5 minutes from the initial formation
of the boundary (Fig. 3). At each instant, we determined
the boundary shape by identifying the clusters of parti-
cles close to the edge of the droplet. Figs. 3a-c show
two such shapes at two instants separated by a time lag
∆t = 5 s (see also supplementary video 2) for the case
without bacteria (Fig. 3a), with motile bacteria (Fig. 3b)
and with non-motile bacteria (Fig. 3c). While in Figs. 3a
and c, the boundary grows due to a steady deposition of
additional particles over the previous boundary line, in
Fig. 3b the boundary is dynamically changing and rear-
ranging over time as new particles arrive, thus reducing
the similarity between the boundaries captured at differ-
ent times. This information is quantitatively represented
by the histograms of the spatial variation of the border
height over time in Figs. 3d-f. These histograms were
calculated by measuring the change of the boundary area
for different time lags ∆t = 1, 2, 5 and 10 s to show how
the border evolves over time. Without bacteria (Fig. 3d)
and with non-motile bacteria (Fig. 3f), the distribution is
narrow and skewed towards the positive side, confirming
that the border is steadily growing due to the addition of
new particles that immediately reach their final position
and then do not undergo further rearrangement. With
motile bacteria (Fig. 3e), the distribution is broader and
more symmetric with similar likelihoods of both positive
and negative values, indicating that the deposition of a
particle and the escape of a particle are similarly likely
within a short timeframe.
Qualitative information about the dynamics at the
edge can also be extracted by analysing trajectories of
individual particles once they reached the border for the
cases without bacteria (Fig. 4a), with motile bacteria
(Fig. 4b), and with non-motile bacteria (Fig. 4c). An
ideal tool to do this is to estimate their average mean
square displacements (MSDs), which we calculated on
300s-long trajectories. For reference, the dashed lines in
Figs. 4a-c represent the theoretical MSD for a Brownian
particle of the same dimension (2R = 3µm) in the bulk
of an aqueous solution. In the presence of motile bacteria
(Fig. 4b), the average MSD is about two orders of magni-
tude larger than in the absence of bacteria (Fig. 4a) or in
the presence of non-motile bacteria (Fig. 4c). In particu-
lar, the MSD in the presence of bacteria (red solid line in
Fig. 4b) shows superdiffusive behaviour (i.e. its slope is
larger than 1) and is consistently above the reference of a
passive Brownian particle (black dashed line); this is due
to the fact that, after reaching the boundary, the par-
ticle on average leaves the boundary and behaves again
as an active Brownian particle, before being dragged to
the boundary again by the capillary flow, repeating this
process a conspicuous number of times. This is strik-
ingly different from the case without bacteria (Fig. 4a) or
with non-motile bacteria (Fig. 4c), when the MSD shows
subdiffusive behaviour and is below the reference MSD
for a Brownian particle, indicating that, after an initial
positional adjustment upon reaching the boundary, the
particles are mainly stuck at a fix position.
In order to understand the dynamics of the boundary
formation more deeply and to test its generality, we have
developed a minimalistic numerical model capable of re-
producing the key experimental observations and results.
We describe the colloids in the drying droplet without
bacteria as passive Brownian particles subject to a con-
stant dragging force from the center to the edge of the
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FIG. 3. Edge growth. (a-c) Two snapshots of the droplet’s edge separated by a time lag ∆t = 5 s for the cases of a
drying droplet containing (a) only colloidal particles, (b) colloidal particles and motile bacteria, and (c) colloidal particles and
non-motile bacteria. The shaded areas represent the border already formed at each time. The black solid lines in the bottom
panels reproduce the border in the respective top panels to ease comparison. (a) Without bacteria and (c) with non-motile
bacteria, the boundary grows only because new particles deposit and no particles detach from it over time, while, (b) with
motile bacteria, the boundary changes shape in a more dynamic way as particles, after arriving at the boundary, keep moving
and can even detach from it. The scalebar corresponds to 20µm. (d-f) Distributions of the change of the boundary height
(measured in numbers of particle layers in a close-packed border, so that ∆h = 1 means that the border has grown by one
particle) for time intervals ∆t = 1, 2, 5 and 10 s for the cases of a drying droplet containing (d) only colloidal particles,
(e) colloidal particles and motile bacteria, and (f) colloidal particles and non-motile bacteria. (d) Without bacteria and (f)
with non-motile bacteria, the distribution decays fast away from zero and is characteristically asymmetric presenting a second
smaller peak in the positive values indicating that the boundary height tend to increase, while, (e) with motile bacteria, the
distribution is significantly broader and more symmetric around zero, indicating that the average height of the boundary can
both increase or decrease (at least in the initial phases of the evaporation) as particles can be added to or removed from the
boundary. See also supplementary video 2.
droplet. We assume these particles to be hard-spheres
to prevent particle overlapping. As we are in an over-
damped regime, we assume that the effect of this force
on the dynamics of the particle is a constant drift veloc-
ity for each Brownian particle in the lower vertical di-
rection. We assume the boundary of the droplet to be a
straight line in the horizontal direction and the dragging
force to be perpendicular to the boundary in the verti-
cal direction. We describe the particles in a droplet with
bacteria as active Brownian particles, so that, in addition
to the features described above, the particles also have a
constant propulsion velocity in a direction that changes
randomly on a time scale determined by an effective ro-
tational diffusion time τr = D
−1
r ≈ 5 s, where Dr is the
particle rotational diffusion [34]. The results of the simu-
lations have been analyzed following the same procedure
described for the experimental acquisitions, and the out-
come is summarised in Fig. 5 (see also Supplementary
Video 3). The left column represents the case of passive
Brownian particles, and the right column represents the
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FIG. 4. Average mean square displacements (MSDs) of the particles after reaching the boundary. MSDs of ∼ 30
particles from the moment they reach the boundary for the cases of a drying droplet containing (a) only colloidal particles,
(b) colloidal particles and motile bacteria, and (c) colloidal particles and non-motile bacteria. The solid lines represent the
average MSDs and the shaded areas correspond to one standard deviation around the mean values. The black dashed lines
represents the reference diffusive MSD for a Brownian particle in the bulk of an aqueous solution. (a) Without bacteria and
(c) with non-motile bacteria, the motion of the particles is subdiffusive as the particles eventually settle within the boundary,
as shown by the plateau at long time lags, while, (b) with motile bacteria, the particles perform active Brownian motion even
after having reached the boundary, featuring superdiffusive motion at small time differences and enhanced diffusion at longer
time differences.
case of active Brownian particles. Overall, the results
of our simulations reproduce well the main experimental
observations both in terms of histograms of the change
of the boundary height and in terms of the average MSD
of the particles after reaching the boundary.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the presence
of active matter can dramatically influence the growth
dynamics at the border of an evaporating droplet and the
resulting stain. In particular, we have shown that the ef-
fects due to the presence of active matter arise when the
drying dynamics occur on a time-scale comparable to the
time-scales associated to the activity itself, and, there-
fore, they become particularly relevant for slowly drying
droplets. Furthermore, our observation can help under-
stand how bacteria and other motile microorganisms can
influence their adaptation to environments that undergo
periodic drying through their mobility. The possibility of
influencing the coffee ring effect with active matter is not
only relevant for several biophysical phenomena, such as
the formation of biofilms and the spreading of pathogens
in environments subject to periodic drying, but also for
technological applications in printing [35], coating [36],
thin film deposition [37, 38], self-assembly of nanostruc-
tures [39–41], where active matter could become an ad-
ditional degree of freedom to dynamically control these
processes [42, 43].
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